General Meeting Flow

Group Presentation
- Group has ~5 minutes

Open Group Q&A
- *information seeking questions

Motion for a Specific Dollar Amount
- *needs a second

Open Discussion

Sufficient Objections

Motion to Previous Question

Does anyone have an objection?
- No Objections
  - Vote
    - Vote Does not Pass
      - Not Sufficient Objections
      - Vote to Vote
    - Vote Passes
      - Done!
- No Objections
  - Vote
    - Vote Does not Pass
      - Not Sufficient Objections
      - Vote to Vote
    - Vote Passes
      - Done!

Amendment To A Motion

Motion to Amend
- *Propose a New Dollar Amount
  - Needs a second

Discussion

Motion to Previous Question

Does anyone have an objection?
- No Objections
  - Vote
    - Vote Does not Pass
      - Not Sufficient Objections
      - Vote to Vote
    - Vote Passes
      - New Dollar Amount is replaces Original Dollar Amount
  - Sufficient Objections
    - Vote
      - Vote Does not Pass
        - Continue to Discuss Original Dollar Amount
      - Vote Passes

At any time, anyone can ask:

- **Point of Information**
  - *Used to ask a procedural question*
- **Point of Clarification:**
  - *Used to correct a falsely stated fact*

---

Thanks for Coming!
-Sam Gorsche, Speaker of the Treasury